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There have been proposed several generalized concepts of recursiveness
on domains other than the natural numbers. In this paper we show four of
them virtually coincide over admissible ordinals. Some of the facts presented
below have already been obtained (cf. [4], [5] etc.) but as far as the author
knows their explicit proofs are published for the first time here.

\S 1. Takeuti-Kino-Tugu\’e’s concept of recursiveness

([9] and [12]).
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partial) functions such that a) they have finitely many (possibly zero) function
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(cf. [12], 2.1.)

Again
is greater than and closed under . A function in
is T-partial recursive in the classical sense if it is obtained by the schemata
used to introduce the T-partial recursive functions in 1.2 and the additional
for each .
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